
Forever
Worship Set Tech Notes

The Forever worship set is run completely from a multi-media video file.  The video file contains worship song lyrics, 
Bible verses, and testimony.  Once play is pressed, the worship set will run continuously. Typically there are two pauses 
for ministry and prayer time; however, if your pastoral staff opts for a different program order this may change .  The 
time to pause Playback and to Resume Playback will be discussed before your program.

We export the media files in both .M4V and .MP4 16x9 aspect ration 720p • 29.97fps.  In our experience most 
presentation programs and media players being utilized at the venues where we dance automatically adjust to fit the 
appropriate aspect ration of the provided screens.  If you require a different media format for the videos, please let us
know via email at least 7 days before your program with your specific requirements.   jeff@paradosiballetcompany.com

If you feel that your computer system can not run the file, we can play the program off of our Macbook Pro or our iPad.
We have run numerous programs successfully from both computing devices.  We come equipped with a wide variety of 
video and audio adapters that allow us to play the file at most venues from our computer or iPad if you do not want 
to run the program from your own system.

Audio Notes:  The Audio volume will need to be louder than what most churches prefer to use during a normal 
worship service. The music in ballet is a key element and if the volume is too low, the program does not have the full 
impact and can go from exciting and worship filled to feeling somber and banal.  We do not want to blast people 
out of the room like at a rock concert but the volume needs to be high enough to add drama and impact to the 
production.  The volume levels between songs should be pre-adjusted so minimal changes will be needed after the 
initial levels are set.

The Company Directors may request audio adjustment during the program.  

Sound Tip: If you can hear the dancers feet hitting the stage or their breathing, the volume is too low. 

Lighting Notes:
For the Forever worship set we usually keep the lighting very simple.  If we are using our backdrop and wings we try 
to create a black box effect for the stage with the house lights being below 20% and the stage lights being at 60% 
to 90% (varies based on the intensity of your lighting system).

The dancers utilize the entire stage and do not have props placed on the stage. 

If your venue does not have adequate lighting to cover the entire stage, Paradosi does have a minimal lighting rig 
of PAR cans that may be able to supplement or to be used instead of your lighting.  If Paradosi's lighting is to be 
used please make sure that there are two 15amp to 20amp 110v receptacles available. 

Alternative Lighting and Stage Effects:
If your venues lighting system is more complex and or you have a LED wall as a backdrop and you wish to expand 
upon the basic lighting, please feel free to come up with your own lighting plan for the program and present your 
plan to our Directors during the pre-program tech meeting.  

We have very few restrictions as to the use of stage lighting and effects.  The main requirement is that the stage 
maintain an even illumination so the dancers to not disappear into shadow.  

Please read through the following when creating your lighting plan:

Allowed Not Allowed

Haze The use of fog

Slow pulsing light towards the audience where appropriate Strobe lights

Motorized heads 

Adding and changing colors to side walls & wash mix

For LED Backdrops we are open to suggestions on it's usage.  The wall can either be integrated into the lighting 
plan, have motion files mirroring the lyrics background media, or be a simple dark motion file.  We have just started 
encountering LED walls over the last couple of years and are working on how to better implement them into our 
worship programs and story ballets.



Paradosi Ballet Company

Basic Worship Set Outline
Your program may vary

Program Starts Basic Lighting for Program.

Speaker Walks on Stage

FADE DOWN HOUSE to 20% 

FADE UP STAGE to 60% - 90% Warm Wash

Speaker introduces Paradosi Ballet Company

Speaker leaves the stage. Count to 5. 
Press play on the video file.

If program is to have ministry / prayer time inserted, 
please note the PAUSE time on playback here: 
__________

Speaker leaves the stage.  Count to 5. Press play on 
the video file. 

If program is to have a second ministry / prayer time 
inserted, please note the PAUSE time on playback here:
__________

Speaker leaves the stage.  Count to 5. Press play on 
the video file. 

Paradosi Logo will appear on the screen at the end.

Speaker closes the program. 

FADE UP HOUSE to full


